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This corpus-based study presents how English relative clauses are used in science and engineering journal
papers. Relative clauses ensure semantic clarity and textual variety but they cause difﬁculty to non-native
speakers of English due to their diverse uses and functions. With pedagogical purposes in mind, this
research investigates how frequently and in what context relative clauses are employed in three repre-
sentative science and engineering journals, namely CELL, Journal of American Chemical Society, and IEEE
Journal of Solid-State Circuits. In addition, relative clauses used in papers of English for Speciﬁc Purposes are
investigated and compared with those in the science and engineering journal papers, to reveal the simi-
larities and differences between them. Some unique features of relative clauses used in science and en-
gineering journal papers are identiﬁed, such as the frequent use of relative clauses, the high frequency of
non-restrictive relative clauses in the papers of Journal of American Chemical Society and Journal of Solid-
State Circuits, the high proportion of ‘prepositions þ which,’ and the extremely high use of ‘that’ over
‘which’ for restrictive relative clauses. Pedagogical suggestions are provided to help science and engi-
neering paper authors and ESP/EAP practitioners use and teach relative clauses in an efﬁcient way.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Writing and publishing academic journal papers has become a
signiﬁcant mission of graduate students and professors in Korea.
The situation has been sparked by social pressure and the mass
media's evaluation of the universities, leading to harsh competition
among them (Cho, 2012). Universities in Korea are now very con-
cerned with this evaluation, one index of which is the research
capacity of a university, mainly assessed by the number of papers
published in international journals. When it comes to science andho), kyusonglee@postech.ac.
Ltd. This is an open access article uengineering ﬁelds, the effort made to publish papers in interna-
tional journals with a high reputation is doubled as research groups
in other parts of the world are likely to conduct similar research. A
need for the publication of journal papers is accelerated since some
science universities in Korea demand graduate students to publish
their papers in international journals with a high impact factor as a
graduation requirement. Writing journal papers for publication,
however, burdens Korean graduate students and faculty members
working in the ﬁelds of science and engineering as most prestigious
journals in the ﬁelds are published in English. While working to
publish papers, graduate students and faculty members of the
country felt that they were put at a disadvantage, compared to
those working in English-speaking countries, where more re-
sources are available to assist journal paper authors (Cho, 2009a).
The disadvantage that non-native speakers of English have feltnder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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countries. Cases researched in other ESL/EFL settings such as Hong
Kong (J. Flowerdew,1999a, 1999b), China (Li, 2006), Poland (Duszak
and Lewkowicz, 2008), Venezuela (Salager-Meyer, 2008), Sudan
(El-Malik and Nesi, 2008), and Italy (Giannoni, 2008) have revealed
similar ﬁndings.
In ESL/EFL settings, many graduate students in science and en-
gineering ﬁelds do not have adequate English proﬁciency and
training for paper writing, which may result in the delay of paper
publication and decrease the chance of papers being published.
Under these circumstances, it is imminent for ESP/EAP practi-
tioners and English teaching faculty to train graduate students with
materials developed for them. Part of this task is identifying fea-
tures targeted for teaching and analyzing their attributes through
the investigation of published journal papers. Of the several com-
ponents comprising journal paper writing, linguistic features such
as sentence structure, vocabulary, and grammar need to be
addressed more as they are perceived to be more difﬁcult and
problematic to non-native graduate students than meta-linguistic
features such as overall organization and paragraph structure
(Casanave and Hubbard, 1992; Cho, 2009a; Dong, 1998). Research
has disclosed common grammatical features of English in science
and engineering journals: diachronic evolution of referential
behavior in medical articles (Salager-Meyer, 1999), signaling nouns
in written biology corpora (J. Flowerdew, 2003), construction of
stance through nouns followed by that in materials science
(Charles, 2007a), verbs in reporting clauses used in citations of
materials science (Charles, 2006), word frequency and distribution
used in medical research articles (Chen and Ge, 2007), and use of
participial and relative clauses in two science journals, namely Cell
and Physical Review Letters (Cho, 2009b; Cho and Kim, 2009).
With pedagogical purposes in mind, this study focuses on En-
glish relative clauses used in science and engineering journal pa-
pers since they play a key role of ensuring semantic clarity between
clauses and promoting syntactic maturity as well as textual variety.
Relative clauses, however, are considered one of the most difﬁcult
areas of English for non-native speakers of the language to master,
due to differences between English and their mother tongue, and
the complex grammatical attributes such as restrictive or non-
restrictive clauses, human or non-human head nouns, the posi-
tion of prepositions in relative clauses, the zero-relative pronoun,
etc. This study investigates relative clauses used in the papers of
three representative science and engineering journals, namely
CELL, Journal of American Chemical Society, and IEEE Journal of Solid-
State Circuits. The investigation is expected to reveal features of
relative clauses unique to science and engineering journals. In
addition, relative clauses used in the papers of English for Speciﬁc
Purposes, a journal in a different academic discipline, are probed to
disclose differences and similarities of relative clauses used in sci-
ence and engineering journals and a language research journal.
2. Literature review
2.1. Relative clauses in English
Relativization in languages is a process through which one
sentence is embedded in another sentence when the two sentences
share the same referential noun or noun phrase (Abdolmanaﬁ and
Rahmani, 2012). An English relative clause functioning as an ad-
jective and combining separate clauses modiﬁes a noun or noun
phrase in the main clause, helping ensure semantic clarity between
clauses. It also promotes syntactic maturity and textual variety, as
claimed by Kameen (1978, 1983). He stated that the length of a T-
unit, a main clause along with all the other subordinate clauses
embedded within it, is one of the decisive factors to differentiategood and poor writers. In this regard, relative clauses, which in-
crease T-unit length, could be a signiﬁcant grammatical feature to
teach for a better quality of writing. Technical writing textbooks, in
fact, recommend the use of complex sentences rather than the
repeated use of simple sentences (Markel and Holmes, 1994;
Weisman and Collins, 1998), and suggest combining related ideas
using relative clauses (Lannon, 1988).
Relative clauses, however, are considered one of the most
problematic and difﬁcult areas of English (Marefat and Rahmany,
2009) to non-native speakers due to grammatical differences be-
tween their mother tongue and the English language, such as the
position of relative clauses with respect to the head noun, the ways
for relative clauses to be marked, and the presence of a pronominal
reﬂex, and the complex grammatical features such as restrictive or
non-restrictive clauses, human or non-human head nouns, zero-
relative pronoun, and position of prepositions in a relative clause.
A pioneering study of relative clauses of non-native speakers of
English by Schachter (1974) clearly showed the problems that non-
native speakers were likely to undergo in their writing. Japanese
and Chinese students, whose native languages differed from En-
glish in terms of the position of relative clauses, avoided using
relative clauses in their writing, thus producing signiﬁcantly fewer
relative clauses, while Persian and Arab students, whose mother
tongues had the same postnominal relative clauses as English,
produced about the same number of relative clauses in their
writing as their native speaker counterparts. Yip and Matthews
(1991) also found avoidance strategies of relative clauses of Hong
Kong students with a Chinese language background. Chang (2004)
was in line with the previous research stating errors made by
Chinese ESL learners were caused by L1 transfer. Other language
learners of English were found to adopt L1 language transfer and
avoidance strategies when producing English relative clauses. The
production of English relative clauses of Korean learners of English
(Park, 2000), Japanese learners of English (Miura, 1989), Hong Kong
learners of English (Bunton, 1979), Thai learners of English
(Phoocharoensil and Simargool, 2010), and Persian learners of En-
glish (Abdolmanaﬁ and Rahmani, 2012) was affected by their L1.
However, it must be noted that other factors, such as the overall
English proﬁciency of learners (Chiang, 1980) and different data
elicitation methods (Liu, 1998), affected the avoidance and general
production of relative clauses. Baek (2012) investigated the pro-
cessing of relative clauses by Korean L2 learners and witnessed that
the processing behaviors of English relative clauses of Korean L2
learners were quite similar to those of native-speakers, indicating
that L1 transfer did not occur in the processing of English relative
clauses by Korean learners.
In a different spectrum of research on English relative clauses,
investigation on difﬁculty order has been conducted. Keenan and
Comrie (1977) proposed a noun phrase accessibility hierarchy hy-
pothesis, in which a head noun functioning as a subject in the
relative clause is most accessible or easiest to process while the
object of comparison is least accessible or most difﬁcult to process.
They detailed the hierarchy as follows:
SU > DO > IO > OBL > GEN > OCOMP
where SU stands for a subject, DO for a direct object, IO for an in-
direct object, OBL for a major oblique of a noun phrase, GEN for a
genitive and OCOMP for an object of comparison. The hypothesis of
accessibility hierarchy has sparked investigation on the issue. Gass
(1979a, 1979b), from a language transfer perspective, investigated
the hypothesis and claimed that the production of relative clauses
by non-native speakers of English was able to be predicted by the
hierarchy theory, with the exception of the genitives. The theory,
however, as time passed, has lost its universality as other languages
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Jeon and Kim, 2007).
More well-established research of relative clauses has been
concerned with the position of the head noun in the main clause
and its function in the relative clause. Sheldon (1974) categorized
sentences with relative clauses into four types, SS, SO, OS, and OO,
and found that parallel function relative sentences such as the SS
and OO types were easier to understand than non-parallel function
relative sentences such as the SO and OS types.
SS: The dog that jumps over the pig bumps into the lion.
SO: The lion that the horse bumps into jumps over the giraffe.
OS: The pig bumps into the horse that jumps over the giraffe.
OO: The dog stands on the horse that the giraffe jumps over.
(Sheldon, p. 275)
Other research, however, did not support Sheldon. On a purely
theoretical analysis of several languages, Kuno (1974) claimed that
center embedding reduced the comprehensibility of sentences as
center-embedded sentences interfered with the natural language
process. Thus, OS and OO types which did not include center-
embedding were easier to process than SS and SO types with
center-embedding relative clauses. Ioup and Kruse (1977), based on
data from 87 participants of ﬁve different languages, found that OS
type was easiest to process, followed by OO, SO, and SS types.
Schumann (1980) also was in agreement with Kuno (1974), and
Ioup and Kruse (1977). He examined relative clause production data
of previous studies and concluded that OS and OO sentence types
were easier to process than SS and SO types. Research followed and
supported the previous studies. Stauble (1978) investigated the
frequency of relative clauses in informal speech, spontaneous
writing, and published writing of native speakers of English,
reporting that OS structure accounted for 55%, OO 25%, SS 12%, and
SO 7%. Schumann's study of ESL leaners (1980) presented a quite
similar frequency distribution of the four types of structure: 53% of
OS structure, 35% of OO structure, 6% of SS structure, and 4% of SO
structure. Wong (1991), from 170 compositions of Hong Kong
secondary school students, found that the production frequency of
the four types of sentences was 48% of OS structure, 26% of OO
structure, 17% of SS structure, and 7% of SO structure. Abdolmanaﬁ
and Rahmani's study of Iranian students (2012) also showed that
the mastery level of the four types of sentences was
OS > OO > SS > SO. As to the ratio of errors of relative clauses, OS
type sentences contributed to the fewest errors in the construction
of relative clauses (Sadighi, 1994).
Large-scale corpus-based investigation also supported the pre-
vious research. Cho (2009b) analyzed the use and frequency of
relative clauses in two representative science journals, namely CELL
and Physical Review Letters, and discovered a similar frequency
distribution: in CELL papers, OS structure accounted for 75%, OO
20%, SS 5%, and SO 0.01%, and in Physical Review Letters, OS con-
struction accounted for 82%, OO 15%, SS 2%, and SO 0.04%. The four
types of relative clause structures described above could be sum-
marized in Table 1.
In terms of the use of relative pronouns, Biber, Johansson, Leech,
Conrad, and Finegan's corpus-based investigation (1999) provides a
rough estimation of the frequency of relativizers in different reg-
isters, such as conversation, ﬁction, news, and academic prose. Of
these, the frequency of relative pronouns in academic prose, which
is based on Figure 8.17 in their book, could serve as a guideline for
the comparison with other academic corpora. The relative pronoun
‘which’ has the frequency of about 4950 cases per one million
words, followed by ‘that’ with about 2400 cases, ‘who’ with about
1300 cases, ‘whose’ with about 160 cases, and ‘whom’ with about
130 cases. A relative clause without a relative pronoun has thefrequency of about 1050 cases. In total, about 9990 cases of rela-
tivizers are found in the one million word academic corpora. That
the restrictive relative pronoun ‘which’ with a frequency of 3810
cases is more frequently used than ‘that’ illustrates one unique
feature of academic prose; the relative pronoun ‘which’ is more
formal and conservative than ‘that.’ In contrast, ﬁction and news
show a more frequent use of ‘that’ than ‘which.’ As to the frequency
of restrictive and non-restrictive clauses in the case of adopting the
relative pronoun ‘which,’ restrictive clauses account for about 77%
and non-restrictive clauses about 23%.
2.2. Corpus-based research for pedagogical purposes in the ﬁelds of
language teaching and learning
In the ﬁelds of language teaching and learning, recent years have
witnessed book publications based on corpus investigation: New
Trends in Corpora and Language Learning (2010) by Frankenberg-
Garcia, L. Flowerdew and Aston; Corpus-based Studies in Language
Use, Language Learning and Language Documentation (2011) by
Newman, Baayen and Rice; and Corpora and Language Education
(2012) by L. Flowerdew. The books illustrate how language corpora
could be employed for the teaching and learning of languages, in
particular, foreign languages. Gavioli's Exploring Corpora for ESP
Learning (2005) also addresses the same purpose. The interest in
language corpora reﬂects the fact that they are based on massive,
authentic, and real language sources. Corpus-based research pub-
lished in journal papers (Cargill et al., 2012; Chang and Guo, 2011;
Charles, 2007b, 2010; J. Flowerdew, 2013; Hafner and Candlin,
2007; Lee and Swales, 2006) has dealt with issues of learning and
teaching grammatical features of English such as the deﬁnite
article, participial phrases and reporting verbs (Lee and Swales,
2006), utilizing law corpora for the teaching of writing tasks for
novice lawyers (Hafner and Candlin, 2007), helping learners in-
crease awareness of rhetorical functions of English texts (Charles,
2007b), teaching lexicogrammatical features and discourse pat-
terns of writing in EAP writing classes (Charles, 2010), developing
genre-speciﬁc teaching materials and applying them in EFL classes
(Chang and Guo, 2011), and suggesting ESP oriented and corpus-
driven English teaching (Cargill et al., 2012). In contrast to using
the pre-existing corpora for the teaching and learning of languages
and for the development of teaching materials, some research
(Gilquin et al., 2007; L. Flowerdew, 2001) presented how learner
corpora could be utilized for pedagogical purposes.
Corpus-based research for language teaching and learning has
greatly contributed to the revelation of linguistic and discoursal
features of English, illustrating a wide potential for the ﬁeld. Some
research (Lee and Swales, 2006) even claimed that language
corpora could replace native speakers when learning some gram-
matical features of the English language. As Krishnamurthy and
Kosem (2007) pointed out, however, language corpora currently
available do not suit the various, speciﬁc needs of EAP/ESP practi-
tioners and researchers. Thus, a variety of corpus-based studies for
pedagogical purposes need to be carried out.
2.3. Research questions
Even though much research has been conducted on English
relative clauses, corpus-based investigation of relative clauses used
in academic journal papers has not been actively conducted, except
for Biber et al. (1999). Facing the lack of research on the issue, the
current research explores relative clauses in papers of three
representative science and engineering journals, namely CELL,
Journal of American Chemical Society, and IEEE Journal of Solid-State
Circuits. The investigation is expected to disclose some features of
relative clauses unique to science and engineering journals. In
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poses are examined to identify differences and similarities of the
use of relative clauses between science and engineering journals
and a language research journal. The comparison, in particular,
intends to provide meaningful resources for ESP/EAP practitioners
who are engaged in teaching scientiﬁc writing to science and en-
gineering journal paper authors. Findings of the research thus will
be geared towards addressing pedagogical suggestions for the
teaching of English relative clauses. The research questions are
detailed as follows:
1) Do science and engineering papers in various journals have a
similar frequency and use of relative clauses?
2) Do science and engineering journal papers have unique features
of relative clauses which are pedagogically meaningful,
compared to relative clauses used in papers of an English lan-
guage research journal?3. Journal papers analyzed
Four academic journals were selected for the study: Cell (here-
after CELL), Journal of the American Chemical Society (hereafter JACS),
IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits (hereafter IEEE), and English for
Speciﬁc Purposes (hereafter ESP). CELL is a representative journal of
life science and biology, JACS is a representative journal of chem-
istry, and IEEE is a representative journal of electrical and electric
engineering. The selection of the science and engineering journals
was advised by faculty members of a research-oriented science and
engineering university in Korea. Fifty papers of each journal were
chosen and analyzed: CELL from Vol. 156, pp. 84e96 January 16,
2014 to Vol. 156, pp. 1017e1031 February 27, 2014; JACS from Vol.
136, pp. 122e129, 2014 to Vol. 136, pp. 671e867, 2014; and IEEE
from Vol. 49, No. 1, pp. 9e18 January 2014 to Vol. 49, No 3, pp.
708e717, March 2014. Fifty papers of ESP were from Vol. 31, pp.
3e13, 2012 to Vol. 34, pp. 48e57, 2014. All the papers chosen for the
study were available online in PDF format and thus it was easy to
identify relative clauses and relative pronouns by using the ‘Find’
function. Relative clauses with the relative pronouns ‘that,’ ‘which,’
‘who,’ ‘whom,’ and ‘whose’ were sorted by this ‘Find’ function and
then their frequency was manually counted. Relative clauses with
no relative pronounweremanually investigated by looking at every
single sentence. Since an error could occur when counting zero-
relative pronouns, two researchers were involved in the counting
to reduce errors. When counting the number of sentences and
words, only those used in complete sentences were considered.
Words in the title, captions of ﬁgures, graphs, references, bio-data
of authors, and acknowledgements were excluded.4. Results
Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for the papers analyzed. In
terms of the total number of words, the ESP corpora top with
365,453 words, followed by the CELL corpora with 260,199 words,Table 1
The frequency distribution of four types of relative clauses.
Research types Stauble(1978) Schumann(1980) Wong(1991) Cho (2009b)
CELL PRLa
OS 55% 53% 48% 75% 82%
OO 25% 35% 26% 20% 15%
SS 12% 6% 17% 5% 2%
SO 7% 4% 7% 0.01% 0.04%
a PRL stands for Physical Review Letters.the IEEE corpora with 249,940 words, and the JACS corpora with
224,142 words. In terms of the total number of sentences, the ESP
corpora top with 12,363 sentences, followed by the IEEE corpora
with 10,901 sentences, the CELL corpora with 9,712sentences, and
the JACS corpora with 8496 words. In terms of the average number
of sentences in a paper, the ESP corpora top with 247 sentences,
followed by the IEEE corpora with 218 sentences, the CELL corpora
with 194 sentences, and the JACS corporawith 170 sentences. As for
the average number of words in a sentence, the ESP corpora top
with 29.6 words, followed by the CELL corpora with 26.8 words, the
JACS corpora with 26.4 words, and the IEEE corpora with 22.9
words.
Table 3 displays the number of relative clauses identiﬁed and
their frequency per 100 sentences in each corpora. The number of
relative clauses is equal to that of sentences which contains a
relative clause. The percentage of relative clauses per sentence is
the ratio of a relative clause used in a sentence. For example, the
percentage of the relative clause in the following sentence, ‘The
other day I got a call from a man who said he was my old school
friend,’ is 100%.
Among the science corpora, the CELL corpora top in terms of the
frequency of relative clauses with 1844 cases, followed by the IEEE
corpora with 1294 cases, and the JACS corpora with 1167 cases. The
ESP corpora show the highest frequency of relative clauses with
3249 cases. As to the frequency of relative clauses per 100 sen-
tences used in each corpora, the CELL corpora top with a frequency
of 19.0 cases, followed by the JACS corpora with 13.7 cases, and the
IEEE corpora with 11.9 cases. The ESP corpora present the highest
frequency of 26.3 cases. It should be noted that relative clauses with
zero relative pronouns also were counted for the study.
To determine the statistical difference of the frequency of rela-
tive clauses in the four journals, an ANCOVA analysis, in which the
effects of a covariate (i.e. the number of sentences in each journal in
our case) need to be controlled, was performed. The results showed
that there are statistically signiﬁcant differences between the
journals, as shown in the post-hoc test results of
ESP > CELL > JACS ¼ IEEE at the level of 0.001. See Table 4.
Table 5 below summarizes the frequency distribution of
restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses in each corpora.
Overall, restrictive clauses are more frequently used than non-
restrictive clauses in all four corpora.
Among the science corpora, the CELL corpora show the highest
frequency of 69.9%, followed by the IEEE corporawith 51.8% and the
JACS corpora with 51.5%. On the other hand, 48.2% of the JACS
corpora, and 48.5% of the IEEE corpora employ non-restrictive
relative clauses, accounting for almost half of the relative clauses
used in these corpora. The high proportion of non-restrictive
relative clauses in the JACS and IEEE corpora is strikingly different
from the ESP corpora, which have a frequency of 20.9%.
T-tests were performed to measure statistical differences be-
tween restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses used in the
journals and the results show that there is no statistical difference
between them in JACS and IEEE, while there is a statistical difference
between them in CELL and ESP at the level of 0.001.
The sentences below represent a restrictive and non-restrictive
relative clause, the difference of which depends on the use of a
comma before the relative pronoun ‘which.’
1) Sodium dithionite solutions which were used for reducing the
enzyme were prepared by dissolving solid sodium dithionite
powder into each pH buffer. (JACS, 136, 2014, p. 244.)
2) The subsequent rise of LD preserves the data in the other fecap,
which has already been written to a “1” during the previous
restore operation. (IEEE, VOL. 49, NO. 1, JANUARY, 2014, p. 204.)
Table 2
Descriptive data for papers analyzed.
Total words Total sentences Average words in a paper Average sentences in a paper Average words in a sentence
CELL 260,199 9712 5204 194 26.8
JACS 224,142 8496 4483 170 26.4
IEEE 249,940 10,901 4999 218 22.9
ESP 365,453 12,363 7309 247 29.6
Table 3
Number of relative clauses and frequency of relative clauses per 100 sentences.
CELL JACS IEEE ESP
Number of relative clauses 1844 1167 1294 3249
Frequency of relative clauses per 100 sentences 19.0 13.7 11.9 26.3
Table 4
ANCOVA results of the frequency of relative clauses in the journals.
Source Type III sum of squares df Mean square F Sig.
Corrected Model 57624.326 4 14406.081 47.931 0.000
Intercept 2735.831 1 2735.831 9.102 0.003
Frequency 3085.666 1 3085.666 10.266 0.002
Journals 34946.094 3 11648.698 38.757 0.000
Error 58609.094 195 300.559
Total 401548.000 200
Corrected Total 116233.420 199
Table 5
Frequency distribution of restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses.
CELL (N ¼ 1844) JACS (N ¼ 1167) IEEE (N ¼ 1294) ESP (N ¼ 3249)
Restrictive Relative Clauses 1289 (69.9%) 604 (51.8%) 667 (51.5%) 2571 (79.1%)
Non-restrictive Relative Clauses 555 (30.1%) 563 (48.2%) 627 (48.5%) 678 (20.9%)
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types of restrictive relative clauses. In terms of the frequency dis-
tribution of the four types of restrictive relative clauses, all science
corpora have the same trend, in which the frequency of OS type is
much higher than the other three types, accounting for 84.4% in the
IEEE corpora, 79.8% in the JACS corpora, and 70.1% in the CELL
corpora. OS type in the ESP corpora shows a frequency of 60.7%,
which is the highest out of the four types of relative clauses in the
corpora but the lowest, when compared to OS types of the other
corpora. T-tests were performed to examine the statistical differ-
ences of the basic four types of restrictive relative clauses used in
each journal. The results show that in all the journals there are
statistically signiﬁcant differences between them with
OS > OO > SS > SO types at the level of 0.001. Sentence 3) shows a
case of OS type:
3) Stem cell lineages often contain a transit-amplifying (TA) pro-
genitor pool that multiplies the number of differentiating
progeny. (CELL, 156, March 13, 2014, p. 1259.)
In the sentence, the head noun ‘transit-amplifying (TA)Table 6
Frequency distribution of the basic four types of restrictive relative clauses.
RC types CELL (N ¼ 1289) Frequency JACS (N ¼ 604) Frequen
OS 904 (70.1%) 482 (79.8%)
OO 229 (17.8%) 99 (16.4%)
SS 135 (10.5%) 11 (1.8%)
SO 21 (1.6%) 12 (2.0%)progenitor pool’ is the object of the main clause and the relative
pronoun ‘that’ replacing the head noun functions as the subject of
the relative clause. It must be noted that sentences with the
structure of ‘whoseþ noun(subject)þ verb’ belong to OS structure,
as in sentence 4) below:
4) In addition, one pad contains cells without the repressor
construct whose expression measurements serve as the de-
nominator of our fold-change measurements. (CELL, 156, March
13, 2014, p. 1321.)
Then, OO type follows with a frequency of 17.8% in the CELL
corpora, 16.4% in the JACS corpora, and 10.6% in the IEEE corpora.
This structure in the ESP corpora presents a relatively high pro-
portion of 31.8%, compared to the science corpora. See below one
example of OO structure.5) Again the larger cubes and octahedra maintain excellent size
and shape uniformity that they spontaneously self-assemble
into ordered arrays, particularly for octahedra. (JACS, 136, 2014,
p. 401.)
In the sentence, the head noun ‘excellent size and shape uni-
formity’ is the object of the main clause and the relative pronoun
‘that’ replacing the head noun serves as the object of the relative
clause.
Next, SS type follows with a frequency of 10.5% in the CELL
corpora, 1.8% in the JACS corpora, and 4.6% in the IEEE corpora. This
structure accounts for 4.8% in the ESP corpora. Sentence 6) shows
one example of SS structure.
6) The differential oscillator structure that has been chosen to
implement the temperature-compensated BAW RF and XTAL
DCOs was proposed in [17] and is diagrammed in Fig. 7. (IEEE,
VOL. 49, NO. 1, JANUARY, 2014, p. 217.)
In this structure, the head noun ‘the differential oscillator
structure’ functions as the subject of the main clause as well as thatcy IEEE (N ¼ 667) Frequency ESP (N ¼ 2571) Frequency
563 (84.4%) 1560 (60.7%)
71 (10.6%) 817 (31.8%)
31 (4.6%) 124 (4.8%)
2 (0.3%) 70 (2.7%)
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pronoun ‘that’ is embedded in the middle of the sentence. The
center-embedded relative clause seems to be counter to the natural
language process due to its backward modiﬁcation of the head
noun, making the structure difﬁcult to form.
Lastly, SO type relative clauses appear very rarely in all three
science corpora: 1.6% in the CELL corpora, 2.0% in the JACS corpora,
and 0.3% in the IEEE corpora. The ESP corpora also have a very low
frequency of 2.7%. Sentence 7) below shows a case of this structure:
7) Another characteristic that thesematerials presumably share (to
a greater or lesser extent) is their publishers' belief that they
prepare students for communication in the ‘‘real world.’’ (ESP 31,
2012, p. 204.)
In the sentence, the head noun ‘Another characteristic’ is the
object of the relative clause and the subject of the main clause. That
the relative clause is placed in the middle of the sentence and the
head noun functions as the object of the relative clausewouldmake
SO structure most difﬁcult to form and its frequency negligible.
Table 7 shows the frequency of restrictive OO type relative
clauses. Restrictive OO type relative clauses could be grouped into
two types: OO structure with prepositions and ordinary OO struc-
ture. In all science corpora, OO type with ‘preposition þ which’
shows a much higher frequency than normal OO type with ‘that,’
‘which,’ or ‘zero relative pronoun,’ accounting for 73.8% in the CELL
corpora, 80.8% in the JACS corpora, and 84.5% in the IEEE corpora. In
contrast, the ESP corpora present a different frequency distribution
in which normal OO type outnumbers OO type with
‘preposition þwhich.’ To determine statistical differences between
OO structure with prepositions and ordinary OO structure, t-tests
were performed and showed that in all the science journals there
are statistically critical differences between them with OO
structure þ prepositions > ordinary OO at the level of 0.001, while
ESP presented ordinary OO > OO structure þ prepositions at the
level of 0.01. See below a case of OO type with a preposition:
8) The starting ﬂavin species was assigned as an anionic form in
which the N1 position is deprotonated (species 1 in Scheme 3).
(JACS, 2014, 136, p. 244.)
As in 8), ‘in þ which’ construction combines two separate
clauses in an effective way, making the sentence easy to compre-
hend. In all four corpora, 25 different kinds of prepositions were
used. In terms of the frequency of the prepositions employed, ‘in’
quite outnumbers other prepositions, accounting for about 50%,
52%, 34%, and 56% in the CELL, JACS, IEEE, and ESP corpora, respec-
tively. The prepositions ‘by,’ ‘of,’ and ‘for’ follow in the CELL corpora;
‘for,’ ‘at,’ and ‘to’ in the JACS corpora; and ‘at,’ ‘for,’ and ‘of’ in the IEEE
corpora. In the ESP corpora, the prepositions ‘to,’ ‘of,’ and ‘for’
follow.
Table 8 shows the frequency distribution of non-restrictive
relative clauses. Non-restrictive relative clauses have three struc-
tures of ‘, which þ verb,’ ‘, preposition þ which,’ and ‘,
whose þ noun þ verb.’ Of the three types, ‘, which þ verb’ far
outnumbers the other types, accounting for a frequency of 89.2% in
the CELL corpora, 86.1% in the JACS corpora, and 92.7% in that IEEETable 7
Frequency of restrictive OO type relative clauses.
CELL (N ¼ 229) JACS
preposition þ which 169 (73.8%) 80 (8
ordinary OO 60 (26.2%) 19 (1corpora. The ESP corpora are no exception. T-tests were performed
to measure the statistical differences between the three types of
non-restrictive relative clauses used in each journal. The results
showed that in all the journals there were statistically signiﬁcant
differences between them with ‘, which þ verb’ > ‘,
prepositionþwhich’ > ‘, whoseþ nounþ verb’ at the level of 0.001.
The high frequency of non-restrictive relative clauses is attributable
to the easy formation of the structure by adding a comma before
the relative pronoun ‘which.’ The structure is very effective for
delivering detailed and additional information about the head noun
or the main clause, as illustrated in the sentences below:
9) The CTD of mammalian RNAPII contains 52 repeats of the
heptapeptide, which contains the consensus sequence Tyr-
Ser-Pro-Thr-Ser-Pro-Ser. (CELL, 156, February 13, 2014, p.
685.)
10) Granule cells transmit information in highly divergent con-
nectivity patterns to Purkinje cells, which in turn provide the
output of the cerebellum to deep cerebellar nuclei. (CELL, 156,
January 30, 2014, p. 546.)
In sentence 9), additional information about the head noun
‘heptapeptide’ is provided in the relative clause, and in sentence
10), a consequence induced by the head noun ‘Purkinje cells’ is
described in the relative clause. A non-restrictive relative clause of ‘,
which þ verb’ structure sometimes has no clear head noun, as in
Sentence 11), where the whole main clause functions as the head
noun and the relative clause elucidates an outcome from an
experiment mentioned in the main clause. This type of relative
clause appears in about 22% of the CELL corpora, 39% of the JACS
corpora, and 23% of the IEEE corpora. This structure is found in
about 17% of the ESP corpora.
11) In contrast, in the case of LUCA-HisH, only 21 out of 226
residues are strictly conserved, which makes the recon-
struction muchmore prone to uncertainties. (JACS, 136, 2014,
p. 218.)
Another type of a non-restrictive relative clause, ‘,
prepositions þ which,’ accounts for 8.8% in the CELL corpora, 13.0%
in the JACS corpora, and 6.1% in the IEEE corpora. This structure
appears in 11.2% in the ESP corpora. This structure is employed
when the relative clause with the help of a preposition plays a
particular role of inducing a result, or describes a particular situa-
tion generated, as illustrated in sentence 12):
12) Node clock is distributed across all the uncore modules, in
which greater modularity and lower skew requirement are
somewhat conﬂicting in such a large area. (IEEE, VOL. 49, NO.
1, JANUARY, 2014, p. 46.)
In this structure, 16 different kinds of prepositions are used. Of
these, the prepositions ‘in’ and ‘of’ account for 60% in the CELL
corpora, 63% in the JACS corpora, 85% in the IEEE corpora, and 85% in
the ESP corpora.
The ‘, whose þ noun þ verb’ structure is minimally used in all
three science corpora: 2.0% in the CELL corpora, 0.9% in the JACS(N ¼ 99) IEEE (N ¼ 71) ESP (N ¼ 817)
0.8%) 60 (84.5%) 336 (41.1%)
9.2%) 11 (15.5%) 481 (58.9%)
Table 8
Frequency distribution of non-restrictive relative clauses.
CELL (N ¼ 555) JACS (N ¼ 563) IEEE (N ¼ 627) ESP (N ¼ 678)
, which þ verb 495 (89.2%) 485 (86.1%) 581 (92.7%) 583 (86.0%)
, preposition þ which 49 (8.8%) 73 (13.0%) 38 (6.1%) 76 (11.2%)
, whose þ noun þ verb 11 (2.0%) 5 (0.9%) 8 (1.3%) 19 (2.8%)
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this structure is very low, it is one of most compelling ways to give
additional information about the head noun, illuminating semantic
clarity between the main and relative clauses. Sentence 13) shows
an example of ‘, whose þ noun þ verb’ structure.
13) However, the main current variation in the voltage sensor is
due to the sub-threshold transistor string, whose bias cur-
rent goes from 17 nA to 42 nA considering process tolerances
and temperature variation. (IEEE, VOL. 49, NO. 2, FEBRUARY,
2014, p. 338.)
Table 9 shows the frequency of ‘that,’ ‘which,’ and ‘zero relative
pronoun’ in restrictive relative clauses. The frequency of relative
pronouns was investigated to make sure the general belief that
‘which’ is more favored in academic texts than ‘that’ holds true in
science and engineering journal papers. This belief was statistically
validated by Biber et al. (1999), who stated that ‘which’ for
restrictive relative clauses is more commonly used than ‘that’ in
70% of academic texts that they investigated. However, in all three
science corpora, ‘that’ is more commonly used than ‘which’ with a
frequency of 97.3% in the CELL corpora, 84.3% in the JACS corpora,
and 71.2% in the IEEE corpora. T-tests were performed to measure
the statistical differences between the relative pronouns ‘that,’
‘which,’ and zero relative pronoun used in each journal. The results
showed that in all the journals there were statistically signiﬁcant
differences between them with that > which > zero relative pro-
noun at the level of 0.001. Sentence 14) shows one typical example:
14) Given the absence of NK cells in the NSG mice, these results
strongly implicate macrophages as the effector cells that
mediate the antitumor effect of alemtuzumab in this model.
(CELL, 156, January 30, 2014 p. 591.)
The proportion of ‘zero relative pronoun’ is minimal, accounting
for 1.7% in the CELL corpora, 2.1% in the JACS corpora, and 0.5% in the
IEEE corpora. It is worth noting that the dominant subject of the
relative clause in this structure is ‘we,’ occupying 39 cases out of 40
across all three science corpora, with only one exception: the use of
‘this.’
15) The operation principle of the proposed ringing killer looks
similar to that proposed earlier (16), but the proposed onewas
implemented without a comparator, which consumes more
perating current than that of the inverter chain we used.
(IEEE, VOL. 49, NO. 2, FEBRUARY, 2014, p. 507.)Table 9
Frequency of ‘that,’ ‘which’ and ‘zero relative pronoun’ in restrictive relative clauses.
CELL (N ¼ 1099a) JACS (N
that 1069 (97.3%) 434 (8
which 11 (1.0%) 70 (13
zero relative pronoun 19 (1.7%) 11 (2.1
a Please note that ‘whoseþ nounþ verb’ of OS type and ‘prepositionþwhich’ of OO typ
be replaced by ‘that’.In contrast, the ESP corpora show a relatively high ratio of zero
relative pronouns, 11.2%. This is probably due to the use of a variety
of pronouns as the subject and human subjects in the relative
clause, which are usually found in speech registers. For example, in
an ESP paper where 28 cases of zero relative pronoun appear, ‘they,’
’she,’ ‘he,’ ‘you,’ and ‘I’ are used as the subject of the relative clause
and human subjects such as ‘students’ and ‘participants’ also are
adopted.
5. Discussion
This comparative corpus-based investigation of the frequency
and use of relative clauses in science and engineering journal pa-
pers provides valuable insights for the learning and teaching of
them to science and engineering paper authors and ESP/EAP
practitioners. Of the attributes identiﬁed, the ﬁrst noteworthy point
is the high frequency of relative clauses: 19.0 cases in the CELL
corpora, 13.7 cases in the JACS corpora, and 11.9 cases in the IEEE
corpora per 100 sentences. The high frequency is apparent when
compared to the frequency of supplementive participle clauses,
another signiﬁcant sentence-combining device of English, 6.2 cases
and 3.8 cases per 100 sentences in CELL and Physical Review Letters,
respectively (Cho and Kim, 2009). This high frequency of relative
clauses used in science and engineering journal papers reﬂects the
fact that there are various types of relative clauses with different
uses and functions and that relative clauses play signiﬁcant roles in
science and engineering journal papers, such as giving semantic
clarity between clauses and promoting textual variety. This also
implies the need for relative clauses to be taught with more
emphasis and attention.
The frequency of relative clauses in academic journal papers
investigated in this research, however, is lower than that of relative
clause structures found in Biber et al. (1999). In their research,
about 9900 cases of relative clauses, including zero-relativizers, per
millionwords were found. If onemillionwords apply to the corpora
of this study, about 7087 cases of relative clauses are assumed to be
used in the CELL corpora, about 5207 cases in the JACS corpora, and
about 5177 cases in the IEEE corpora. The ESP corpora with the
frequency of 8890 cases per million words present a bit less but
similar frequency of relative clauses to Biber et al. (1999). This
difference is probably from the difference of academic texts
investigated. The corpora for this study belong to academic journals
of science and engineering, whereas academic prose in Biber et al.
(1999) include book extracts as well as research articles, and awide
range of academic disciplines, including sciences, social sciences,
and humanities. Another interpretation of the less frequent use of
relative clauses found in this study is attributable to science and¼ 515a) IEEE (N ¼ 591a) ESP (N ¼ 2188a)
4.3%) 421 (71.2%) 1178 (53.8%)
.6%) 167 (28.3%) 766 (35. 0%)
%) 3 (0.5%) 244 (11.2%)
e were excluded in the distribution frequency count since ‘whose’ and ‘which’ cannot
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straightforward sentences. Even though sentences with relative
clauses ensure semantic clarity between phrases and sentences, the
preferable use of simple sentences may result in the less frequent
use of relative clauses in science and engineering journal papers.
Next, the high ratio of non-restrictive relative clauses found in
the JACS and IEEE corpora, reaching 48, is worth discussing from a
pedagogical perspective. It stands out, compared to 30.1% in the
CELL corpora and 20.9% in the ESP corpora, as well as 23% in Biber
et al. (1999). This is probably because JACS and IEEE papers, rep-
resenting chemistry and electrical and electric engineering, are
likely to include many unfamiliar, new concepts and ﬁndings,
which need to be accurately and extensively explained in a relative
clause. Non-restrictive clauses could successfully fulﬁll the role. As
illustrated below, the implication of the head noun ‘30e40 Å’ is
provided in a non-restrictive relative clause:
16) Using the results from self-crowding, we estimate that the
distance between protein surfaces at which this transition
occurs is 30e40 Å, which is a striking manifestation of the
collective and coordinated behavior of strongly hydrogen
bonding environments. (JACS, 136, 2014, p. 193.)
An IEEE paper also illustrates the typical use of a non-restrictive
relative clause, in which an attribute of the head noun ‘70 A cm’ is
well accounted for:
17) Consequently, the maximum current density is 70 A cm,
which satisﬁes the safety standard <100 A cm [16]. (IEEE,
VOL. 49, NO. 1, JANUARY, 2014, p. 170.)
The high frequency of non-restrictive clauses across all three
science corpora could be better explained by the fact that they all
are from academic journals. Since there is no data available con-
cerning the frequency of non-restrictive relative clauses in other
text types, such as ﬁction and newspapers, it cannot be conﬁrmed
that the high frequency is solely attributable to academic journal
papers. However, we can conjecture that some characteristics of
academic journals, such as the need to provide additional, detailed
information about new concepts and ﬁndings, led to the high use of
non-restrictive relative clauses in the science and engineering
journal papers. The ease with which non-restrictive relative clauses
can be constructed also likely contributed to their frequent use in
the science and engineering journal papers.
The frequency distribution of the four basic types of restrictive
relative clauses is in line with the previous research (Abdolmanaﬁ
and Rahmani, 2012; Cho, 2009b; Sadighi, 1994; Stauble, 1978;
Wong, 1991). In all three science corpora, OS type tops, account-
ing for 70.1% in the CELL corpora, 79.8% in the JACS corpora, and
84.4% in the IEEE corpora. OO type follows with a frequency of 17.8%
in the CELL corpora, 16.4% in the JACS corpora, and 10.6% in the IEEE
corpora. Then, SS construction shows a frequency of 10.5% in the
CELL corpora, 1.8% in the JACS corpora, and 4.6% in the IEEE corpora.
SO type is minimally used in all three science corpora: 1.6% in the
CELL corpora, 2.0% in the JACS corpora, and 0.3% in the IEEE corpora.
A careful investigation of the frequency distribution of restric-
tive relative clauses, however, reveals differences between the
current research and previous research. In this research, the fre-
quency of OS structure in the JACS and IEEE corpora far outnumbers
the other types while that of SO type in the corpora is pretty low.
These extreme differences are not found in other research. In
Stauble (1978), OS structure accounts for 55% and SO 7%; in
Schumann (1980), OS structure has a frequency of 53% and SO
structure 4%; and inWong’ study (1991), OS structure presents only
48% and SO 7%. The differences between the current research andthe previous studies probably stem from the different registers
analyzed in each study. Stauble‘s study is based on informal speech,
spontaneous writing and published writing altogether and Wong’
study utilizes 170 compositions of Hong Kong secondary school
students. On the other hand, the data of this study are from pub-
lished papers of science and engineering journals. The very high
frequency of OS structure and extremely low frequency of SO
structure identiﬁed in the JACS and IEEE corpora is characterized as
one of the prominent features of science and engineering journal
paper writing, reﬂecting the limited use of relative clauses by sci-
ence and engineering journal paper authors. The trait is also
manifested by comparing the relatively low frequency of OO
structure found in the JACS and IEEE corpora, 16.4% and 10.6%,
respectively, with the high frequency of the same structure found in
the ESP corpora, 31.8%.
Next, ‘prepositionþwhich’ in restrictive OO structure presents a
high proportion of 84.5% in the IEEE corpora, 80.8% in the JACS
corpora, and 73.8% in the CELL corpora. This could be also consid-
ered a prominent feature of relative clauses used in science and
engineering journal papers. The high ratio is compared to the
relatively low frequency of the same structure in the ESP corpora,
which is 41.1%. The high frequency of the structure in the science
and engineering journal papers resonates that it is an efﬁcient way
to deliver the meanings intended and is easy to construct. Sen-
tences with the structure read well, and they are easy to compre-
hend without the interference of natural language processes
between the main and relative clauses. A variety of prepositions
with different functions and usages also may have led to the high
frequency of the structure. Out of 25 prepositions used in the
structure, ‘in’ is most frequently used in all three science and en-
gineering corpora, followed by ‘by,’ ‘of,’ ‘for,’ ‘at,’ and ‘to.’
Next, the relative pronoun ‘that’ is highly favored over ‘which’ in
restrictive relative clauses. This is particularly true in the CELL and
JACS corpora, where ‘that’ accounts for 97.3% and 84.3%, respec-
tively. These ﬁndings contradict the general belief that ‘which’ is
closely associated with academic writing and thus is preferred in
the register. The preference of ‘that’ found in this study also does
not coincide with the corpus-based investigation of Biber et al.
(1999), who discovered that 70% of the academic texts in the
corpus analyzed for their study adopt ‘which’more commonly than
‘that’ for restrictive clauses, while 75% of ﬁction writings use ‘that’
more frequently than ‘which’ for the same case. The unpropor-
tionally high use of ‘that’ found in this study manifests a current
trend of using ‘that’ over ‘which’ in some science journal papers. As
far as CELL papers are concerned, the relative pronoun ‘that’ seems
to have become the norm for restrictive relative clauses, and
‘which’ is no longer recommended for restrictive relative clauses in
the discourse community. The JACS papers seem to follow the trend
of the CELL papers. The clear-cut distinction concerning the use of
the two relative pronouns in CELL papers provide guidelines for
how the relative pronouns ‘that’ and ‘which’ are used in the journal.
The ﬁndings and implications of the use of relative clauses in
science and engineering journal papers remind us of Hyland (2006,
2011) and Hyand and Tse (2009) investigating differences and
variations in academic disciplines. This research has found that
some features of relative clauses in CELL, JACS, and IEEE papers, such
as the high proportion of non-restrictive clauses and preference of
‘that’ as a relative pronoun in restrictive relative clauses, are
apparently different from those in ESP papers. Hyland (2006) ar-
gues that different disciplines have different ways to represent
their arguments in discourse level. For example, humanities and
social sciences differ from science and engineering in how they
illustrate their research: science and engineering are more con-
cerned with conventions of research such as generalizations,
methods, and procedures, while humanities and social sciences are
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in order to engage readers. Differences in disciplines are also found
in interactional markers such as stance and engagement between
soft ﬁelds of disciplines of philosophy, marketing, sociology and
applied linguistics, and science and engineering ﬁelds (Hyland,
2011). Even in the area of vocabulary (Hyand and Tse, 2009),
different disciplines, such as sciences, engineering, and social sci-
ences have shown a different frequency distribution of vocabulary
used in academic journals, textbooks, and book reviews, which
suggests the need for the development and teaching of a more
disciplinary-oriented lexical list. The discourse and lexical differ-
ences in academic disciplines and their pedagogical implications
witnessed in Hyland (2006, 2011) and Hyland and Tse (2009)
foreshadow the different features of relative clauses we observed
between science and engineering journals, and a language research
journal.
It also should be mentioned we could not verify whether the
journal papers chosen for this study were composed by native
speakers or not. This is because a science paper has several authors
and it is not possible to conﬁrmwhether they are native speakers of
English by their names and/or their institutes. It is likely that non-
native speaking authors of science and engineering journal papers
would avoid using sentences with relative clauses, as found in the
previous research of non-native speakers of English (Chang, 2004;
Schachter, 1974; Yip and Matthews, 1991). However, it is also
plausible to claim that non-native authors of academic journals
tend to have high English proﬁciency, which would not constrain
the use of complex sentences with relative clauses.
6. Conclusion and pedagogical implications
Relative clauses of English, despite their diverse, effective
functions of giving semantic clarity and promoting syntactic
maturity and textual variety, have not received adequate attention
in ESP/EAP ﬁelds. This corpus-based research was intended to
inquire into relative clauses used in science and engineering jour-
nal papers for pedagogical purposes. In particular, it was designed
to reveal unique features of relative clauses employed in them
through a comparison of papers of science and engineering jour-
nals and those of an English language research journal, English for
Speciﬁc Purposes. It was expected that ﬁndings from this research
could offer valuable insights for the teaching and learning of the
grammatical feature to science and engineering paper authors and
ESP/EAP practitioners. In fact, this research revealed some
distinctive traits of science and engineering journal papers, which
could be taken into account when teaching scientiﬁc writing and
composing science and engineering journal papers. Some of them,
such as the high frequency of non-restrictive relative clauses, the
high proportion of ‘prepositions þ which’ in the restrictive OO
structure, and the extremely high use of ‘that’ over ‘which’ for
restrictive relative clauses, would constitute valuable resources for
the teaching of relative clauses for science and engineering journal
paper writing.
Teaching relative clause structures with high frequency needs to
be conducted with the emphasis on usages in a discourse com-
munity, and their functions and effectiveness. For example, the
high frequency of the non-restrictive relative clauses in JACS and
IEEE papers is highlighted as a speciﬁc, unique feature of science
and engineering journals, compared to those used in the ESP
corpus. As discussed, the proportion of the non-restrictive relative
clauses in JACS and IEEE papers accounts for 48.2% and 48.5%,
respectively, which far outnumbers the proportion of non-
restrictive relative clauses used in ESP papers, 20%. Thus, while
teaching relative clauses to science and engineering students, the
use of non-restrictive relative clauses should be highlyrecommended along with an explanation of the easy construction
of the structure as an effective way to provide additional, detailed
information about new concepts and ﬁndings.
This suggestion implies that instructors, in particular, ones with
an ESP background, should be familiar with the discipline-speciﬁc
features of relative clause structures. Otherwise, they would not
offer effective instruction. This is particularly true in the case of
teaching relative pronouns for restrictive relative clauses. It has
been widely known and taught that the relative pronoun ‘that’ is
less favored than ‘which’ in academic writing (Biber et al., 1999).
Science and engineering journals, as found in this research, how-
ever, prefer ‘that’ to ‘which’ as a proper relative pronoun for
restrictive relative clauses. Not being familiar with this fact, ESP/
EAP practitioners would misinform their students about the choice
of relative pronouns proper in their discourse community.
When teaching relative clauses to science and engineering
journal paper authors, mainly PhD students in the ﬁelds of science
and engineering, it would be advisable to provide them with well-
written sample papers showing representative features of relative
clauses and to have them probe the traits. This way, rather than
giving them a detailed account of relative clauses, will help the
authors quickly comprehend in what context and how often rela-
tive clauses could be used in science and engineering journal pa-
pers. The self-directed and autonomous approach would bring
about a better, more direct understanding of relative clauses, as
revealed in Hafner and Candlin (2007) and Lee and Swales (2006).
Lastly, it should be noted that the extent towhich the ﬁndings of
the current study can be generalized is somewhat limited. This
limitation therefore calls for further corpus-based research of other
science and engineering journals and journals of different academic
disciplines, which is expected to highlight a more comprehensive
picture of relative clauses used in academic journal papers.
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